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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a complex n X n matrix, B a matricial norm and r(A) the spectral radius 
of A. Then, it is known [2,7], f(A < r(8 (A)). I n our present note we investigate when 
r(A - al,,)= r(B(A - ciZ,)) VaE C. 
Let C, R, C” and R n denote, respectively, the field of complex numbers, 
the field of real numbers, the vector space of all column n-tuples of 
complex numbers and the vector space of all n-tuples of real numbers. The 
vector space R n is partially ordered componentwise, i.e., if x = (ii) E R “, 
Y=(&)ER”, then we write x< y if {,C$+ for all i=l,2,...,n. We define 
R~={x~R~:x>0} and denote by e, (i=l,...,n) the vectors of the stan- 
dard basis for C” (R”). 
A finite collection of subspaces of C”, 7~ = { W,, . . . , W,}, is said to be a 
direct-sum decomposition of C” of order k if C” = x:-r@ y. We denote the 
convex hull of a subset S c C by co S. We denote by D [I; T] a disk in C 
centered at S with radius T. Let M,(C) denote the algebra of all complex 
n X n matrices, and let M,(R +) denote the set of all non-negative k X k 
matrices. For A E M,(C) we denote by A(A) the spectrum of A, and by r(A) 
the spectral radius of A, i.e., r(A) =max{ IX]: h EA(A)}. The index of an 
eigenvalue A of A is the multiplicity of A in the minimal polynomial of A. 
A direct-sum decomposition T = { W,, . . . , W,} of C” and a vector norm $ 
induce 
;E) =&Q) 
a mapping p = (I+; 7~) : C” + R: defined by 
, . . . , +(Ep)), where E,, . . . , Ek are the projections associated 
with T, called the vectorial norm on C” of order k induced by 9, T [3,4]. The 
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vectorial norm p = (9; r) is called equilibrated if 
Wzl 
lub*(E, I= yn g+) for all i = 1,. . . ,n. 
We denote lub, by ]I ]I+. If + is the Holder norm h,, then it can be easily 
seen that I]A]]h,=max,X;_ilu,i] [A=(Uii)EM,,(C)]. 
An equilibrated vectorial norm p = (+;r) on C” of order k induces a 
mapping lub,:M,(C)+M,(R+) defined by lub,(A)=(((EiAEills)i,i,,,,,,,, for 
all A in M,,(C), and called the matricial norm on M,(C) of order k 
subordinate to p. If u : M,,( C)-+M,(R +) is a matricial norm and G is a 
non-singular n X n matrix in M,,(C), then the mapping uG : M,,( C)+M,(R +) 
defined by uG (A) = u (GAG - ‘) is also a matricial norm, called the G-trans- 
form of u [3]. For a more comprehensive exposition of a vectorial norm and a 
matricial norm, along with some of their properties, see [2,3,4]. For the 
present it suffices to say that vectorial norms and matricial norms are just 
extensions of the usual vector norm and matrix norm, respectively. 
If p = (+; 7r) is an equilibrated vectorial norm on C” and ti c M,(C) then 
we say that lubp is minimal on fi if r(A)=r(Zub,(A)) for all A Ea. It is 
known [2,7] that for an equilibrated vectorial norm p = (+,; ~7) on C” of order 
k, we have r(A) < r(Zub,(A)). 
The purpose of this paper is to find a sufficient condition for lub, to be 
minimal on the set {A - SZ, : { E C}. The author would like to thank Dr. 
Emeric Deutsch for suggesting our main conjecture. 
THEOREM. LetAEM,(C), let A,,..., h, be the distinct eigenvalues of A 
lying on the boundary of co A(A), let ki be the index of + ( j = 1,. . . , s), and 
let k=max{k,,..., kS}. Then there exists an equilibrated vectorial norm p of 
order k on C” such that lubp is minimal on {A - {I,, : 5 E C}. 
Proof. Let Q be a nonsingular matrix such that QAQ -’ is in Jordan 
form. Let QAQ -i = (Z r_ i @ In4 ( Pi )) 63 H, where Jn4 ( pi) denotes the Jordan 
block of order mi determined by pi, pi E {A,, . . . , As} ( i = 1,. . . , p), and Z-Z is a 
direct sum of the Jordan blocks determined by the remaining eigenvalues of 
A. We can assume that m, > m, > * + - > rnfi z 1. Then k = m,. Denote by z(i) 
(i=l,..., k) the number of terms in the sequence m,, . . . ,mp which are larger 
than or equal to i. It follows that z(l) > - . - > z(k). Let P be an n in 
permutation matrix such that PQAQ -‘P -’ = G @ H, where 
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Letting D = (1, E, e2,. . . , E n-1) be a diagonal matrix, where E > 0 is not yet 
defined, we get 
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Here the 4’s (i=l,..., t) are all the remaining (not necessarily distinct) 
eigenvalues of A lying in the interior of the boundary of co A(A), and 
ejE{O,e} (i=l,..., t). Let p=(h,; m), where T is a direct-sum decomposi- 
tion of order k of C” corresponding to the indicated partition of the matrix 
DPQAQ-‘P-‘D-’ (i.e., 7~ = {W,, . . . , W,}, where Wi = span{e,_l+,, 
e rl_1+2,...,e,,} (i=l,...,V, and ro, rr,..., r, are non-negative integers satisfy- 
ingO=ro<r,<~~* <rk= n), Clearly p is an equilibrated vectorial norm on 
C” of order k, and we have 
lub,(DPQAQ-lP-lD-l- @,,)=lub,(DPQ(A-&,)Q-‘P-‘D-r) 
and 
= 
where 
Pl 
&) 
P2 
. . 
. . 
. . 
k-1 
&k--l) w 
’ (2) 
Let dr denote the distance from 6/ to the boundary of co A(A) ( j = 1,. . . , t). 
Define tbe E of the matrix D to be E = min(d,, . . . , ciJ. Clearly E > 0 and we 
have 
Since also pi < r(A - {‘I,) (i = 1,. . . ,k), we obtain w < r(A - {i,). However, 
pr = r(A - {In); hence from (1) and (2) we get 
r(lub,(DPQ(A-31,)Q-1P-‘D-‘)) 
=r(DPQ(A-{Z,)Q-‘P-‘D-‘)=r(A-[I,) 
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for all 1 E C. Consequently lub, of order k on M,(C) is minimal for 
DPQ(A-~Z,)Q-lP-lD-l, and so the DPQ-transform of lub, is minimal for 
A-{I,,. n 
COROLLARY. LetAEM,(C), let A,,..., AS be the distinct eigenvalues of 
A lying on the boundary of co A(A), let ki be the index of + ( j = 1,. . . ,s), and 
let k=max{k,,..., k,}. Then there exists an equilibrated vectorial norm p on 
C” of order k such that 
cob(A)= f-l D[{;r(lubJA-{I,))]. 
[EC 
Proof This is an immediate consequence from the easily established 
fact that co A(A) = n D [{; r(A - (Z,,)] and our theorem. n 
SEC 
REMARK. Our theorem generalizes Proposition 16 in [2]. 
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